
Different events in the past month helped illustrate just how fragile financial markets are at this 
point in the recovery. Stocks began November continuing their trajectory toward record level. 
On November 18, the S&P 500 Index notched its 66th all-time high for the year, the most 
record closes in a calendar year since 1995. The Nasdaq Composite Index rode the wave to 
record highs as well, peaking on November 19. Equity investors were buoyed by robust reports 
on retail spending, raising hopes that the upcoming holiday shopping may not be a supply-chain 
induced disaster as widely feared. The October employment report also offered good news, most 
significantly the 531,000 new jobs created during the month, a strong rebound from the previous 
two months. The unemployment rate dropped two-tenths of a percentage point to 4.6%. Wages 
also grew 0.4% in October, rising 4.9% from the prior year. 

The momentum for stocks, however, was stymied first by the October report on inflation, which 
showed an increase in headline consumer prices of 6.2% from a year prior. That was the fastest 
pace of inflation on a 12-month basis in 31 years. The core inflation rate (which excludes food 
and energy prices) rose 4.6% on a year-over-year basis in October, the biggest jump since 1991. 
Price increases were broad-based throughout the economy but were notably large for cars (both 
new and used), gas, furniture, rent and medical services. Food prices (for both grocery stores and 
restaurants) climbed by more than 5% from last October. In some categories, the increases were 
the biggest in over three decades. 

Inflation pressures have been building for many months now—the annual headline rate has been 
above 5% since June—but the size of October’s increase was eye-opening. Investors have been 
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questioning how serious the Biden administration is taking the recent spike in inflation, especially 
as more government spending stimulus is poised to hit the economy from the infrastructure bill 
that was passed and signed in November. The persistence of prices increases is also testing investor 
perception of the Federal Reserve and their expectations for “transitory” inflation. The Fed did 
take the first steps in easing monetary accommodation to curtail inflation, approving a reduction 
in their $120-billion monthly asset-purchase program by $15 billion in November. 

There are also early indications that the factors driving inflation may soon let up. The 
improvement in non-farm payrolls is one sign of easing pressures in the economy. Job openings, 
which have been at record highs in recent months, actually decreased a bit in September, falling 
from 10.6 million in August to 10.4 million. However, the trend of workers quitting jobs 
continues to climb, reaching 4.4 million in September. Moreover, reports from the global supply 
chain shows modest improvement, with less congestion at Asian ports and moderating costs for 
U.S.-West-Coast-bound shipping containers.

Stock markets took the October inflation report on the chin, showing their resiliency by 
continuing the climb to all-time highs. On the day before Thanksgiving, both the S&P 500 and 
Nasdaq indices were up 2.5% for the month-to-date. Then, stocks suffered their second setback 
in November on news of another fast-spreading COVID variant, this one named Omnicron. The 
whiplash started in Asian and European markets before socking U.S. markets on the shortened 
“Black Friday” trading session. The big three U.S. stock indices all dropped over 2.0% for the day, 
with the Dow Jones Industrial Average skidding 2.5%, its worst single-day decline since October 
2020. Oil prices were also whacked on fears of future lockdowns; West Texas Intermediate slid 
13% from over $73 per barrel to $68.15. Interest rates were caught up in the turmoil as well, with 
the benchmark 10-year Treasury yield falling on that Friday from 1.64% to just under 1.48%. 

The weakness for stocks continued to month-end. For November, the S&P 500 declined -0.7% 
while the Nasdaq eked out a small gain of 0.5%. The yield on the 10-year Treasury note settled at 
1.50% at month-end, from 1.56% at the start of November. Oil prices ended November lower, 
with West Texas Intermediate dropping from $84 per barrel on November 1 to $66.90 per barrel 
on November 30. Among S&P 500 sectors, only technology and consumer discretionary stocks 
managed positive monthly returns of 4.3% and 1.9%, respectively. All other sectors were down 
for November. Financials, communications and energy were the worst performing sectors on a 
monthly basis, each declining at least 5% for November.
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Past performance does not guarantee future results. There is no guarantee that any investment strategy or account will be profitable or will not incur 
loss. Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses that make up this investment strategy carefully before investing. 
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. Share price, principal value, and return on investments will vary, and you may have a gain 
or a loss when you sell your investment.

Post Oak Private Wealth Advisors may have an interest in securities or sectors highlighted in this report. This presentation and the data herein is neither 
an offer to sell nor a solicitation of any offer to buy any securities, investment product or investment advisory services offered by Post Oak Private 
Wealth Advisors. (“Post Oak”) This presentation is subject to a more complete description and does not contain all of the information necessary to make 
an investment decision, including, but not limited to, the risks, fees and investment strategies of any Post Oak products or services. Any offering is made 
only pursuant to the relevant information memorandum and accompanying, subscription materials, including Post Oak’s Form ADV Part 2, all of which 
must be read in their entirety. This information is not an advertisement and is not intended for public use or distribution and is intended exclusively for 
the use of the person to whom it has been delivered. The contents of this report have been compiled from original and published sources believed to 
be reliable, but are not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness.  Market opinions contained herein are intended as general observations and are not 
intended as specific investment advice. Market index performance is provided by a third-party source deemed to be reliable. Indexes are unmanaged 
and have been provided for comparison purposes only. No fees or expenses have been reflected. Individuals cannot invest directly in an index.

As of this writing, it’s still too soon to tell what another wave of the coronavirus pandemic could 
have in store, or even if it becomes a wave at all. Researchers will need time to determine how 
virulent Omnicron is, if it’s more damaging or deadly, and if current vaccines will work against 
it. Early indications from front line physicians in South Africa are that reported symptoms so far 
have been relatively mild as compared to the Delta variant. Governments around the world have 
taken some action to limit international travel, but these measures may not enough with the new 
variant already present in several countries. International travel for foreign citizens visiting the 
U.S. had just opened last month, but restrictions may be imposed again if Omnicron proves more 
contagious than previous variants. 

For investors, the past month was a good reminder of how fragile the current market climate is 
and how quickly volatility can return to upend investor portfolios. Much of the volatility is driven 
by uncertainty and fear, two emotions that can make a bad situation worse. But the pertinent 
issues, whether we’re talking about inflation or COVID, are solvable given the proper effort and 
enough time. Prevailing through market volatility requires both patience and protection to help 
investor stay on track to their financial goals. 


